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Apple made a profit of $47 million in the three months

ending December 1997, after five quarters of losses.

Obviously they realise that one profitable quarter does not

make a trend, and they are continuing to work at cutting

costs, improving distribution – and,

above all, maintaining the R&D effort

which is their hallmark.

Yes there have been major problems

associated with the management of

the company. Hands up which one of

us would not liked to have been the

former chief executive, who presided

over huge losses and still walked away

with a multi-million dollar severance

package. I’m sure most of us couldn’t

have done any worse for a fraction of

the cost. But this can happen in any

company! For example it brings to

mind a Mr T Venables, (ex-) Chairman

of Portsmouth FC, who arranged a

“one-time performance bonus”

payment of £300,000 to Vencorp* for

selling a few of the Portsmouth players. Our football

correspondent comments that these were generally

considered to be amongst the better ones and describes

this succinctly, if a little cliché-ridden, as “selling the family

silver”.

However, Apple still has some “family silver” left. What you

might call the Apple core! The Mac OS (operating system)

and the up-coming Rhapsody operating system – are

enormously valuable assets. Quicktime 3.0 is almost

completely established as the standard for cross-platform

multi-media. Plus large amounts of cash in the bank. 

It might not be as much as Microsoft, but it is enough to

make sure that Apple can survive some of the rougher seas

ahead. Bill Gates’s much publicised investment seems more

a public declaration of support than because Apple 
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needed the money. And Mr G has also spent five years,

and more than a few cents, developing Office 98 for the

Mac (looking very promising by the way) – not an

investment he would want to see wasted. The pace of

change in the computer world is fast

enough for almost anything to

happen – just ask any former IBM

staff member about the mid-1980s. 

What we, as Mac users, need to do

is fight our corner. We want to use

Macs because they are the best

possible tool for what we do –

design and create. Even printing can

become a major exercise on other

platforms – often requiring complex

hardware and software set-ups, and

then a walk over to the printer to

physically key options in for each

job. And back again to collect the

output. Cut down on Nike’s profits is

what I say.

Apple’s new TV campaign (focused particularly on Sky and

Channel 4) captures the distinction perfectly – even 

if the grammar is dreadful, but I guess that’s all part of

thinking different(ly).

*A list of major shareholders is available on request. 

That Grafx don’t really sell computers might come as a bit

of a shock to my bank manager who only thinks in terms

of “boxes” – but I like to think that what we can offer are

real-life solutions. The biggest and the best buzz comes

from seeing a designer, a studio or an agency being

productive. We’re in this because we like the advertising

and design industry and the Mac is simply the best tool for

that job.

Let me put it another way… we will of course, be very

happy to source any equipment or software you might

need or even just want. And we’ll do it for a price –

normally about the same as the mail order guys. If that’s all

you want then fine; if you need more then we can offer you

an “installation plus” service – this covers installation and

three months on-site warranty. That means we not only get

things working to begin with, but we are also there to make

sure you lose no productivity during the early stages of

bedding a new system in – compatibility issues are

addressed, the right printer drivers installed, and new

Mac’s added to the back-up routines.

The way we see it is simple. Making your company

productive means understanding both you and your

system, and this is a long-term strategy. We want to build

a relationship – through a service agreement we can

provide support for all your existing systems and ensure

that you stay working. As long-standing Apple Authorised

Re-sellers and Authorised Service Providers (on the

maintenance front) we have access to the latest thoughts

and developments at Apple and can use all the

appropriate diagnostic tools they provide.

But the future concerns us too… understanding the industry

and knowing the marketplace means that we can make

suggestions and offer advice to help you make the right

choices for your business. 

For example as a commitment to this approach, we have

recently employed Joe Hirst with a background in design

and studio management. His dedicated brief is to help

users (actual designers and artworkers) get as much from

their systems and be as creative as possible.

Did you know that it takes comparatively little to calibrate

all your monitors and printers to deliver consistency of

colour across the whole studio?

Would you like to introduce an element of planning and

budgeting into your systems purchasing?

Why do the same spec Macs with the same software

configurations perform differently?

Don’t you just wish there was somebody you could throw

questions like that at? Well there is – us. Get that from a

mail-order ad!

Talk to us, we understand and we may be able to offer you

real solutions.
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Let me extend a very warm welcome to this the
first issue of 42 – a sort of newsletter… gossip
column… chat show… The Times meets Nigel
Dempster meets Rikki Lake (those that recognise
that reference are obviously skiving off early, or
taking the odd “sickie”).

We aim to combine some interesting, chal-
lenging and unusual stuff about the tools you
use every day with the odd reminder that –
whatever this crazy industry throws at us – we
should also be having some fun.

Does this guy worry about the new
(or indeed any) millennium? How
you can feel as smug as he looks.
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You are the crazy geniuses. Think what you have

in common with Einstein, Picasso, Muhammed Ali,

Ghandi, Hitchcock… Think different. Be different. 

Don’t let the accountants decide that the computer

which works for them will work for you. Remind

them the new G3 Apple computers outperform a

Pentium II machine by as much as 40% and that

PCs and Macs can work happily side-by-side on a

mixed network* – so that you can both have the

best tools for your different jobs.

To quote the former Power Macintosh Product

Manager at Apple Computer UK (in MacUser)

“Ultimately, Apple’s success owes more to [the

users] continued loyalty than almost anything the

corporation does. As a tool, the Mac works –

isn’t it time that Apple focused on that?”

*If you don’t know how this works don’t worry, a call to
Grafx will soon sort it out. We can reassure the money-boys
that standardisation can mean the lowest common denominator
and often results in poorer productivity from you whizzy creative
types and, therefore, a lower return on investment.
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IT’S OFFICIAL: THE MAC CAN COUNT BETTER THAN THE PC – YOUR CHANCE TO FEEL ABSOLUTELY SMUG.

If you haven’t already, you’ll soon see the PC bods running around like headless

chickens, and all because non-Mac PCs think that the year after 1999 will be 1900.

The millennium bug. Or to give it it’s formal title: “Year 2000 Conformity Requirements”.

In the days when every bit of data cost pounds to store and process, some bright

boffins decided that loads of money could be saved by referring to years in a friendly

2-figure way – “77” or “84”. After all the year 2000 was decades away!

Some programmers even used “99” as a dump date for garbage they couldn’t cope

with (so the problems actually start next new year), and because 1700, 1800 and

1900 weren’t leap years they assumed 2000 wasn’t either. They were wrong – to keep

the clocks in harmony with the stars if a century year is divisible by 400 (not just 4)

then it’s a leap year.

Even with data handling and storage becoming (incredibly) cheap they kept on doing

it. A particularly nasty manifestation is on the BIOS chip at a very basic level deep

inside the PC. This means the problem is a hardware as well as a software one. 

On a very serious note, more and more clients will be asking you to certify Year 2000

Compliance – and if you can’t that business might go elsewhere. The very brightest

news though is that the good old Mac engineers realised from the beginning that the

Year 2000 might arrive one day – so that ALL Macs (except those with DOS

compatibility cards) and the Mac OS versions 6, 7 and 8 are Year 2000 compliant. 

The current basic Mac date and time facility uses a method which covers dates from

30,081 BC to 29,940 AD.

It is also true of most standard Mac software and we can help clarify any doubts. Any

weird and wonderful software you may have bought, borrowed or had written, will

need recourse to the software suppliers to ensure all is OK. Start now – it’s less than 2

years away.

Apple Computer (UK) have produced an official statement supporting this. If you need

a copy to show your clients, let us know. [One of the best solutions would be to recom-

mend your clients themselves convert entirely to Macs! A sales opportunity for Apple.]

Don’t forget either that any work you sub-contract will also need to be certified, so

work together with your suppliers to ensure that you can use certification to protect

your business.

Unfortunately, while it might not affect our own computers, the rest of our lives

potentially could be disrupted. Credit cards with expiry dates in 2000 have already

been refused and British Airways has predicted that flights will be as low as 30–50%

of current frequency for the first 6 months of 2000 as the 200+ air traffic control

systems used within Europe alone will be updated. And I want them to check those

VERY carefully: Photoshop locking up is one thing…

Don’t ring home until after midnight! It has been reported that you might get charged

for 99 years, 364 days, 23 hours, 59 minutes and 59 seconds on the phone; and even

at BT Friends and Family rates that’s quite a bill. I also hear that chips in traffic lights

can be affected; guess who’ll be the one stuck at the lights!

Whatever happens, it’s often wise to observe the advice of a friend of mine “Never

totally trust a machine that can only count up to 1”!

Note: Who’s going to be serving the drinks? The entertainment trade are getting

worried that nobody will want to work on New Millennium’s Eve, everybody will want

to celebrate. Salaries of thousands of pounds for an evening’s work are being talked

around even now. Hhmmm, might just consider it. Especially as I could celebrate the

following year – mathematically the start of the new millennium. And they may just

have solved the air traffic problem to the Bahamas by then.

COMPETITION: Bottle of fizzy wine to the best suggestion for what to
call the first decade of the 21st century. What’s to replace the
“nineties”: the “noughts”, the “o’s”, the “zeroes”? Any thoughts?
(Judge’s decision is completely arbitrary and final, no correspon-
dence will be entered into… etc.)

• Data management, back-up and archive need

not  be a problem. There are a number of simple

solutions that can reduce the stress of making

more space for new work without getting rid of

valuable earlier work. Know where things are,

improve your efficiency and go home on time!

GRAFX DATING AGENCY
Recruits wanted for new

computerised dating agency run 
from Royal Crescent. 

Want a Mac Operator for a few
hours in the evening (nudge, 

nudge)? Want to earn some money
covering for maternity leave? 

Grafx now operates a database of
freelance Mac Operators. Whichever
side of the freelance “fence” you’re

on, if you’re interested then call
Mark Newcombe right now.

• For only a small amount of money, you could

copy a 35MB Photoshop file to your Mac in zz

seconds, or open the same file in as little as xx

seconds.

• Also Photoshop loves extra memory. Only £180

buys another 64MB and even with a modest 

5% increase in Photoshop output that could be

repaid in a fortnight!

• Internet e-mail straight to the desktop only costs

£35/month – complete with personalised address.

The Macintosh was named after 
a popular variety of apple in
America. Had the original Mac been
developed in a garage on England’s
West Coast – Cornwall rather than
California – we might now be
talking about booting our Grannies
or complaining our Cox’s were not
fast enough!

DID YOU KNOW

2. Make sure your bureau has Quark
4.0 (and it works with their imposition
software) before deciding to upgrade.
Otherwise it’ll be back to manual
planning (and guess who’ll have to
pay?)

1. If you experience problems with 
the color palette, particularly accessing
Pantone colours, open the QuarkXpress
folder where you will find a folder
called COLOR. This should be re-named
to read COLOUR. Thanks Yanks!

FREE HOT TIPS – QUARK 4.0
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